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Chapters 3.1 - Graph Isomorphism; 3.2 - Isomorphism as a Relation
Graph G and H are isomorphic, denoted by G ∼
= H if there exists a bijective mapping ϕ : V (G) → V (H)
such that
uv ∈ E(G) if and only if ϕ(u)ϕ(v) ∈ E(H) for all u, v ∈ V (G).

Graphs G and H are non-isomorphic if they are not isomorphic.
1:

Find all non-isomorphic graphs on 3 vertices.

A graph G is self-complementary if G ∼
= G.

2:

Decide if the following pairs are isomorphic.

If two graphs G and H are isomorphic, then
• they have the same order (number of vertices)
• they have the same size (number of edges)
• their complements G and H are isomorphic
• they have the same number of connected components
• they have the same degree sequences
• G is bipartite iff H is bipartite
• if G0 is a(n induced) subgraph of G then there exists H 0 a(n induced) subgraph of H such that G0 ∼
= H0

Theorem 3.6 Isomorphism is an equivalence relation on the set of all graphs.

from G. Chartrand and P. Zhang. “A First Course in Graph Theory”
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exist:
(a) one vertex with degree 3, two vertices with degree 2, three vertices with degree 1,
and no other vertices.

3:

Find all non-isomorphic graphs on 4 vertices.

4:

(b) one vertex with degree 4, two vertices with degree 3, three vertices with degree 2,
fourthe
vertices
degree 1,
and no other
vertices.
Determine
numberwith
of different
isomorphisms
there
are of the graph K to itself.
3,3

(c) two vertices of degree 5, three vertices of degree 2 and no other vertices.
5:
Give example of graphs G and H such that G × H (the cross product, not Cartesian product) is not
(d) one vertex with degree 5, two vertices with degree 4, three vertices with degree 3,
bipartite.

four vertices with degree 2, five vertices with degree 1, and no other vertices.

6:

Draw a graph G which has the following adjacency matrix:


Problem 2.
5 points
0 1 1 1 0
0 1 G0 with
1
(a) Let P1 , P2 be distinct paths in
a1 graph
 the same endpoints. Show that G
1 1 0 1 1
contains a cycle.


1 0 1 0 1
(b) Show that every walk W between 0two1 vertices
1 1 0contains a path between these vertices.

7:

Problem
3. of the following graphs are isomorphic
Find
which pairs

5 points
Decide which of these graphs are isomorphic and which are not. Justify your answers!

G1

8:

G2

G3

G4

Problem
4. of three different (non-isomorphic) graphs of order 5 and size 5.
Give
an example

5 points
Prove that the vertices of any graph can be partitioned into two groups such that for
each vertex, at least half of its neighbors ended up in the other group.

9:
Suppose that there exist two connected graphs G and H and a one-to-one function ϕ from V (G) onto
V (H) such that dG (u, v) = dH (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) for every two vertices u and v of G. Prove or disprove: G and H are
isomorphic.
10: We are given a collection of n graphs G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn , some pairs of which are isomorphic and some pairs
Problem.
of whichOpen
are not.
Show that there is an even number of these graphs that are isomorphic to an odd number
In a[Hint:
connected
graph,
pick any
threeV paths
length.
always
a vertex
of graphs.
Construct
a graph
G with
(G) = of
{v1maximum
, v2 , . . . , vn },
whereIsvithere
vj ∈ E(G)
if and
only if Gi is
thattolies
all ofare
them?
isomorphic
Gj .onWhat
connected components of G?]

Prof. Maria Axenovich

http://www.math.kit.edu/iag6/edu/graphtheo2015w/

11: Open problem Find a graph that is maximizing the number of induced copies of P4 as subgraphs.

Reading for next time: Chapters 3.3
from G. Chartrand and P. Zhang. “A First Course in Graph Theory”
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